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The Poisson variability in cortical neural responses has been typically
modeled using spike averaging techniques, such as trial averaging and
rate coding, since such methods can produce reliable correlates of behav-
ior. However, mechanisms that rely on counting spikes could be slow and
inefficient and thus might not be useful in the brain for computations at
timescales in the 10 millisecond range. This issue has motivated a search
for alternative spike codes that take advantage of spike timing and has
resulted in many studies that use synchronized neural networks for com-
munication. Here we focus on recent studies that suggest that the gamma
frequency may provide a reference that allows local spike phase repre-
sentations that could result in much faster information transmission. We
have developed a unified model (gamma spike multiplexing) that takes
advantage of a single cycle of a cell’s somatic gamma frequency to mod-
ulate the generation of its action potentials. An important consequence
of this coding mechanism is that it allows multiple independent neural
processes to run in parallel, thereby greatly increasing the processing ca-
pability of the cortex. System-level simulations and preliminary analysis
of mouse cortical cell data are presented as support for the proposed the-
oretical model.

1 Introduction

The earliest action potential recordings played a crucial role in charac-
terizing the receptive fields in the striate cortex, but with the study of
whole circuits (Roelfsema, Lamme, and Spekreijse, 2000; Churchland et al.,
2012), the role of oscillations in modulating action potentials has become
more important. The possible role of timing-based code was due to Abeles
(1991). Subsequent studies showed large areas of synchronization transit-
ing cortical maps (Roelfsema et al., 1994; Singer, 2007; Sejnowski & Paulsen,
2006), which has been refined into a general view of coherent communi-
cation (Womelsdorf et al., 2007; Fries, 2015). Now we can study a pool of
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synchronized cells representing a specific computation that we will denote
as a neural process.

With this perspective, we can ask, Is it possible to have multiple corti-
cal processes in parallel? This question surfaced 20 years ago as the bind-
ing problem: If, in the cortex, “red” neurons and “blue” neurons are active
along with “square” neurons and “circle”’ neurons, how does the cortex
distinguish the one color-shape pairing from the other? At the time, the
great majority recognized the need to solve this problem, but no solutions
were proposed (Roskies, 1999). The central problem is partitioning the ex-
tensively connected circuitry in a way that avoids possible cross-talk be-
tween processes that need to be kept separate.

One easy answer would be to only allow one process to be active at a
time. However, this solution is unlikely given the myriad different com-
putations in brain circuitry. Additionally, there is significant evidence for
parallel processes. For example, in modeling the multiple spike recordings
in a monkey tactile discrimination experiment, Kobak et al. (2016) devel-
oped a novel analysis technique that can isolate the spikes that account for
the variance in task parameters. Their analysis shows that only 14% of the
spikes can account for all the task variance. However, from the perspective
of multiprocessing, the remaining 86% of the spikes are presumably do-
ing something other than the controlled task. A second example is Cisek’s
(2012) monkey experiment in motor choices. A monkey knows that it they
will have to choose one of the two movements, but must keep both simul-
taneously active until the appropriate cue. Neural recordings show sepa-
rated activities for the possible choices (Cisek, 2012). To distinguish between
them, presumably there must be a mechanism to prohibit possible interfer-
ence between the two.

To allow a cortical network to perform multiprocessing, we propose to
use multiplexing, wherein the meaning of a spike generated by a neuron can
change on short timescales, that is, several active processes may time-share
this neuron. We propose a neural coding model, gamma spike multiplexing
(GSM), that adopts an efficient phase coding strategy at the level of single
cells. We further show that neural networks can be set up in a novel way
that allows several processes to run in parallel. Our multiplexing model is
unique by using the following conventions in combination:

1. Each process uses a unique gamma frequency.
2. Cells in a process are chosen probabilistically on each gamma cycle.
3. Cells can participate in more than one process at different cycles.
4. The state of a process is represented by different cells on each gamma

cycle.

A key element of the GSM model is a phase coding model using gamma
oscillations in the somatic membrane potentials as references. The local
phase coding model was suggested over 20 years ago (Hopfield, 1995).
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The proposed model resembles several existing models (Vinck & Bosman,
2016a; Vinck et al., 2010; Nadasdy, 2009; Ballard & Jehee, 2011) that allow
each spike to represent an analog quantity.

To validate the proposed GSM model, we first demonstrate in a simula-
tion that this multiplexing model allows separate processes to be executed
in parallel successfully. The mixing process can still result in individual neu-
rons exhibiting classical Poisson statistics. We then analyze mouse cortical
cell data recorded with a patch-clamp technique and show that several pre-
conditions of the GSM models are biologically plausible. The patch-clamp
technique (Perrenoud, Pennartz, & Gentet, 2016), allows access to the fine
structure of a cells membrane potential in awake animals. This capability is
necessary for studying gamma oscillations within the membrane potential,
which can have very small amplitudes of a few millivolts and can be chal-
lenging to separate from large-scale network modulatory oscillation signals
(Fries, 2015; Fries, Reynolds, Rorie, & Desimone, 2001; Chalk et al., 2010).
Advances in patch-clamp membrane temporal resolution have allowed us
to extract the local spike phase automatically from intracellular data (Per-
renoud et al., 2016) and provide evidence for our model.

2 Gamma Spike Multiplexing Model

The GSM model has three major components. At the single-cell level, we
define a phase coding model that uses minima in gamma frequency oscil-
lations as references. At the network level, we describe how neurons are
selected by multiple neural processes in parallel. We then propose a novel
multiplexing model that allows a group of neurons to temporarily set up a
private network with a designated frequency.

2.1 Gamma Frequency Phase Coding Model. Various population cod-
ing models that assume rate coding (Gerstner et al., 1997) have shown enor-
mous usefulness in producing correlates of behavior. Meanwhile, positing
the use of population coding as the cortex’s generative model is not with-
out debate. Any explicit aggregation of spikes requires counting significant
numbers of spikes, which is expensive in both spikes and synapses (Lennie,
2003). A simple theoretical analysis in appendix A shows that with a basic
rate coding model, it may take a large number of neurons or spikes to signal
a scalar value reliably.

Alternatively, we discuss a gamma frequency phase coding model (Hop-
field, 1995; Nadasdy, 2009; Ballard & Jehee, 2011). The advantage of this
model is that it allows a single spike to represent an analog quantity instead
of a digital quantity (0 or 1), thereby making our model more efficient. The
concept is shown in Figure 1a. The spike’s delay code � is computed as the
interval between the spike and the beginning of a gamma cycle. The closer
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Figure 1: (a) Gamma frequency phase coding model. The red curve indicates
the somatic oscillation in the range of gamma frequency. The spike’s latency
code � is then computed as the intervals between the gamma trough and the
spike. (b) A spike signals an analog number (blue) coded as a phase delay from
the trough. Short delays represent large magnitudes.

the spike is to the start of the cycle, the larger the quantity it represents. The
magnitude of response r is computed by

r = exp(−αl), (2.1)

where l is the gamma phase and α is a constant, as shown in Figure 1b.
The ability of a phase coding model to represent an analog quantity

using a single spike makes it significantly more efficient than the basic
rate/population coding. However, an unresolved issue is to select the
gamma cycle starting point. Guided by the phase precession model for
place cells (O’Keefe & Recce, 1993; Skaggs, McNaughton, Wilson, & Barnes,
1996), we use the gamma trough as shown in Figure 1a. This choice is fur-
ther resolved by analyzing experimental data. The detailed analysis with
mouse cortical cell data that supports this claim is provided in section 4.
This model will serve as the basis for the rest of our multiplexing model.

2.2 Probabilistic Parallel Neuron Selection. Given that a spike can rep-
resent an analog quantity, we then discuss how the cortex selects neurons to
participate in computational processes. The GSM model assumes that the
cortical maps are overcomplete and neurons are selected probabilistically
in parallel.

2.2.1 Sparse Coding Strategy. The first assumption is the overcomplete-
ness of cortical maps, that is, the cortex contains many times the number
of neurons that would be mathematically needed to code an input. Con-
sequently, a sparse coding strategy asserts that the early visual cortex de-
velops neurons with receptive fields to represent the statistics of natural
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images, and, when coding a stimulus, relatively few neurons are chosen to
be active at any one time (Olshausen & Field, 1996, 1997). The overcomplete-
ness property reduces the probability of competing for the same neuron by
multiple processes.

2.2.2 Probabilistic Selection. The neurons are selected to code stimuli
probabilistically with odds related to their receptive field projections. Given
a target stimulus (represented as a vector), a neuron’s response magnitude
ri can be calculated as the projection of the basis function it represents onto
the stimulus vector.1 A standard choice is to use a Boltzmann distribution
where a cell is chosen with probability

p(ri) = exp(−ηri)
∑

j exp(−ηr j )
, (2.2)

where η is its “temperature” parameter. The relative magnitudes of the in-
put’s projections determine the probabilities of a neuron being selected to
be part of the representation. The divisive normalization can be done in one
step with lateral connections between neurons. Selecting neurons in this
way ensures that all neurons participate in the receptive field learning pro-
cess appropriately (Jehee, Rothkopf, Beck, & Ballard, 2006). If the cell with
the highest response is always selected as in maximum likelihood selection,
unselected cells are never able to adjust their receptive fields.

The probabilistic selection has an even more significant consequence. If
the stimulus is to be maintained for other gamma cycles, its code must be
chosen anew on each such cycle. The state of a process migrates to a new
group of cells on each iteration.

2.2.3 Parallel Selection. Given that a single candidate neuron is chosen
probabilistically, one still needs to find a set of neurons to represent a stim-
ulus. The standard residual-based method computes this set sequentially.
However, in the GSM model, each step of sequential computation would
require one gamma cycle, thus ruling it out as practical. To overcome this
problem, we propose a parallel selection algorithm. Figures 2a and 2b com-
pare the sequential and parallel approaches. The stimulus vector (black)
and basis functions of each neuron (gray) are represented as 2D vectors.
Figure 2a shows the sequential method. The contribution of a cell (red) se-
lected for representing the image can be determined by subtraction (green).
In contrast, the parallel method, shown in Figure 2b, chooses a fixed num-
ber of cells probabilistically using equation 2.2 in parallel. In appendix B,
we assess the accuracy of the probabilistic parallel selection algorithm in
simulation, but for the moment, an important consequence of the parallel

1
A neuron’s vector of synaptic strengths is referred to as a basis function.
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Figure 2: Parallel coding model. (a) A standard algorithm for coding an input
(black arrow) picks a neuron (red) and sequentially fit the residual (green), a
process that requires multiple iterations. (b) The GSM chooses several repre-
senting neurons in a single parallel step.

selection is that such representation is nonstationary, as shown in a related
context by Druckmann and Chklovskii (2010).

2.3 Neural Multiplexing Model. Once the phase coding and neuron
selection mechanisms are in place, an elegant way of instantaneously con-
necting large networks implicitly is possible, as shown in Figure 3. If a se-
lected subset of cells were comodulated with the same gamma frequency
simultaneously, then all the neurons in that cohort would be behaving as
engaged in the same computation. An analogy that helps understand this
model is radio communication. A group of neurons can tune to a particular
frequency to establish a private communication channel, although gamma
oscillations are not used as a signal carrier but as a temporal reference. Col-
lisions are handled by a gating mechanism depicted in Figure 3b. If a neu-
ron is chosen by two or more frequencies, it will not be allowed to spike.
Although the exact mechanism is unknown, it is conjectured that such a
mechanism is biologically plausible, for instance, through an interneuron’s
synaptic gating function (Katz, 2003; Herberholz, Antonsen, & Edwards,
2002; Evans, Jing, Rosen, & Cropper, 2003; Ivanov & Calabrese, 2003; Gisiger
& Boukadoum, 2011), which might use subtreshold signals (Borg-Graham,
Monier, & Fregnac, 1998).

A prerequisite for the model being able to support multiple computa-
tions is the ability of a neuron to modulate its oscillation frequency. It has
already been observed that the gamma signal can change in a single cycle in
vivo (Atallah & Scanziani, 2009; Perrenoud et al., 2016). While there is still
no complete understanding of how the neural circuitry could control this
functionality, Atallah and Scanziani (2009) have suggested that the needed
gamma modulation can be controlled by adjusting excitation and inhibi-
tion. Therefore, the membrane potential can be modulated instantaneously.
This demonstration is complemented by the circuit model of Brunel and
Wang (2003) that illustrates these features and the additional possibility of
∼10 ms spike phase delays. A possibility is that some interneurons may
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Figure 3: Neural multiplexing model. (a) The figure shows three neurons, each
depicted at five successive time instants. The somas are being modulated by two
particular gamma frequencies at different times. Consequentially those neurons
that are connected at the same frequency can communicate at those instants
privately. A neuron can be chosen by different frequencies at different times.
(b) Two time steps in neural processing with two processes. If one neuron is
chosen by two gamma frequencies, it does not spike. Thus, only neurons that
are chosen by a single gamma frequency can spike. If cells are not chosen by
a gamma frequency, they do not spike. (c) At any given time, the network is
effectively partitioned into multiple separate neural processes; within each, the
neurons communicate using their private gamma frequency band.

contribute to columnar synchronization of activity in the gamma frequency
range (Llinas, Grace, & Yarom, 1991). In section 4, we provide experimental
evidence that frequency modulation is indeed possible.

3 Simulation Results: A Sparse Coding Example

In a general multiplexing situation, one would expect multiple routines to
be instantiated at the most abstract forebrain levels and migrate quickly
throughout cortical maps, ultimately polling the lateral geniculate nucleus
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Figure 4: A sparse coding example. (a) In the model, 196 LGN cells appropri-
ately filtered provide input for a small patch sampled from a camera. Their ana-
log values can be depicted abstractly as a vector as shown by the black arrow in
Figure 2b. (b) The LGN input is used to choose cortical cells by randomly sam-
pling cells’ probability density function of the input projections. (c) Fifty neu-
rons (basis functions) selected by the parallel probabilistic algorithm to code the
image patch. The basis functions are learned using the sparse coding algorithm
(Lee et al., 2007).

(LGN) for visual input. To sidestep the enormous effort it would take to
build a model at this level of completeness, we use a much simpler model–
the familiar computation of representing small image patches with recep-
tive fields in the striate cortex using sparse coding (Olshausen & Field, 1996,
1997). Figure 4 provides concrete examples of the neural process we simu-
lated: coding an image patch with 50 neurons. The “LGN” generates the
image patches that are sent to the simulated visual area V1 and encoded.
Each V1 neural process selects a subset of learned basis functions to encode
a single image patch. The V1 basis functions are learned using the algorithm
by Lee, Battle, Raina, and Ng (2007). Appendix B includes more examples
of learned basis functions and coded image patches.

The basic setting of multiplexing is thus to code multiple image patches
in a short time window. At any given discrete time step, several image
patches need to be coded simultaneously.
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Table 1: Parameter Values Used in the Simulations.

Name Value Unit Description Function

T 800 Milliseconds Total length of simulation simulation
nb 1000 Scalar Total number of neurons simulation
ns 14 × 14 Pixels Dimension of input and basis

functions
simulation

nr 50 Scalar Number of neurons to code
the stimulus

simulation

Np 16 Scalar Number of processes process
fp 40 + N (0, 7) Hz Frequency to modulate a

process
process

tγ rand(20, 22) Cycles Process duration process
dγ 5 Milliseconds Max length of the delay spike
dr 4 Milliseconds Refractory period spike

Notes: The function rand(a,b) returns a single uniformly distributed random number
in the interval [x,y]. N (μ, σ ) is the normal distribution.

First, we need to calculate each neuron’s response for an image patch
and convert the response to a delay code. We use ri to denote the ith neu-
ron’s response to its input, xi to denote the input vector, and wi to denote
the recipient neuron’s basis function. A conventional way to calculate ri is
ri = g(xi · wi), where g is a nonlinear activation function and only positive
responses are maintained. The response is converted to a delay as shown
in Figure 1a. Coding neurons for a particular patch are selected using the
aforementioned probabilistic parallel selection algorithm.

Table 1 shows the parameters chosen for the simulation. It is important
to choose parameters that are biologically plausible for our later analyses:

1. The total number of processes Np. In primates, the number of simul-
taneously active processes may be linked to working memory, and in
that case, the number would be four (Luck & Vogel, 1997). However
much less is known about the use of unconscious, overlearned mem-
ory, which may have a significantly higher figure, which we choose
to be 16.

2. The number of gamma cycles used by an individual process tγ . This
parameter is reasonably guided by the duration of gaze fixation,
which indicates the length of a visual process, typically having a
mean of approximately 200 to 600 milliseconds.

3. The time needed for the delay code dγ . This choice is bounded by the
observation that sensitivity to the Pulfrich pendulum illusion (Lit,
1960), which implies a sensitivity to about 5 to 20 milliseconds and
the need to keep the phase delay less than half the gamma cycle.

In the simulation, the initial step is to specify the number of processes.
For each process, a start time, dedicated gamma frequency, and duration
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are chosen. Next, its coding neurons are selected. If a neuron is chosen for
a process, during the time for the delay and following a refractory period,
it is marked as in use and cannot be selected by another process.

3.1 Validating the Coding Algorithm. We first validate our implemen-
tation of the sparse coding algorithm (Lee et al., 2007), and more important,
the parallel probabilistic selection algorithm. Appendix B provides a con-
crete example of the neural process we simulated: coding several image
patches in parallel with 50 neurons for each patch. It further shows that
the parallel probabilistic selection algorithm results in good coding quality
with enough neurons (50 or more). With 50 neurons, the mean coding er-
ror per pixel is 4.0 × 10−3 (standard error = 0.4 × 10−3, which is considered
small given pixel values are in the range of [0,1]).

3.2 Poisson Statistics and Parameter Sensitivity. We now present the
main simulation results. The most basic firing pattern of cortical cells ex-
hibits Poisson distributions (Gerstein & Melbrot, 1964; Shadlen & New-
some, 1998; Berry & Meister, 1998). These distributions comprise the core of
various coding models. Therefore, it is crucial for any proposed theoretical
model to obey Poisson statistics in simulation, regardless of the parameters
chosen. A standard way to test this is to calculate the Fano ratio, that is, the
ratio between the variance and the mean of a random process in some time
window (Dayan & Abbott, 2001). For a Poisson process, the variance in the
count equals the mean count, so its Fano ratio is 1.

The important parameter here is the number of processes. In terms of
generating spikes that appear Poisson distributed, the GSM model is sur-
prisingly insensitive to the parameter choice, as shown in Figure 5. It is im-
portant to emphasize that many sets of parameters would work to illustrate
that the GSM coding strategy produces distributions of spikes that appear
Poisson on long timescales.

3.3 Observability of Gamma Oscillation. The proposed model, if true,
would drastically change the way we interpret spike data. Now, individual
spikes can be identified with the specific image patch that is being coded
and can be readily associated with their individual processes. Appendix C
presents a visual comparison between the old and the new ways of inter-
preting spike train data. This new interpretation could potentially resolve a
highly debated issue that gamma frequencies are observed in some exper-
iments but not others. This phenomenon has led researchers to doubt the
role of gamma oscillation (Ray & Maunsell, 2015) or even raise the question
of whether it is in fact neural noise (Burns, Xing, & Shapley, 2011).

In the classical view, data are acquired by trial averaging of a single neu-
ron where the histories from different trials are summed once a common
temporal reference is determined. The main assumption is that the over-
all process is ergodic, that is, trial averaging is deemed to be equivalent to
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Figure 5: The GSM model generates spikes that appear Poisson distributed in
simulation. We calculate the Fano ratio (the ratio between the variance and the
mean of a random process) of simulated spike train data while varying the num-
ber of processes in simulation. The number of processes varied from 4, the pu-
tative value for short-term memory, up to a maximum of 20. Five samples were
measured for each setting. The Fano ratios for the simulation samples are very
close to an ideal Poisson process, which has a Fano ratio of 1.

averaging many cells in a large network; but according to the GSM model,
this equivalence does not hold. From the GSM perspective, trial averaging
will have different controlling parameters (those in Table 1) from trial to
trial. In contrast, data could also be acquired by ensemble averaging, which
uses the same control parameters for all the participating cells from a single
trial. The result is that in ensemble averaging, correlations between neu-
rons’ oscillations over time can be evident, whereas in trial averaging, they
can be weak or nonexistent.

The GSM model allows the evaluation of the extent to which gamma
frequencies are observable using simulations. Figure 6 shows the Fourier
spectrogram of the trial average case. As the simulation shows, the gamma
power is all but absent from the spectrogram. In contrast, Figure 6 further
shows the case where the averages are taken in an ensemble, where all
coding cells use the same control parameters. The gamma power is very
evident. The GSM model obviates the assumption that the neural popula-
tion in an ensemble obeys an ergodicity where repeatedly sampling one cell
is equivalent to sampling a population simultaneously. The bottom line of
this spectrogram analysis is to point out that the methodological differences
between ensemble averaging and trial averaging may be the reasons why
gamma signals are observed in some experiments but not others.
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Figure 6: Gamma oscillation is less visible when performing trial averaging.
Top row: Fourier spectrograms for trial averaging versus ensemble averaging.
Top left: Spectrogram for the trial averaging cases reveals very little power in
the gamma band owing to the fact that the controlling parameters are different
for each trial. Top right: The ensemble averaging spectrogram reveals marked
frequency responses in the gamma band as each process is using a common
set of parameters. Bottom row: The effect of the number of processes and num-
ber of trials on the aggregated power. The power is aggregated between the 35
Hz to 55 Hz gamma frequency band and over time. The key observation here
is that gamma oscillation in the ensemble averaging case is consistently more
visible than the trial averaging case regardless of parameters chosen, especially
when we mix more than one process. This simulation explains why in experi-
ments, gamma oscillation is sometimes difficult to detect when performing trial
averaging.

4 Evidence from Neural Recording Data

We have shown that the GSM model agrees with experimental observations
in simulation. The full model cannot be tested until recording technology
allows us to perform intracellular recordings of multiple nearby neurons of
an awake animal. However, we can test whether some prerequisites of the
model are met.
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The effects of subthreshold membrane potential can vary (Churchland
et al., 2010), but the modulations of spikes by gamma oscillations were ob-
served at least almost 30 years ago (Llinas et al., 1991), where the spike tim-
ings were modulated by the gamma oscillations. The recording techniques
have greatly improved since then. We used a data set obtained by the Gen-
tet laboratory (Perrenoud et al., 2016) of two-photon targeted patch-clamp
recordings in area V1 layers 2/3 of awake mice at 20 kHz. We analyzed
recorded somatic membrane potential of 9 pyramidal cells with 536 trials
in total. Gamma frequency oscillations (30–80 Hz) are extracted by a But-
terworth bandpass filter after spikes are removed. The spike-removal tech-
nique was validated experimentally to make sure that it does not produce
undesirable artifacts when estimating spike phase. Appendix D shows a
representative trial, including the spikes, the somatic potentials, extracted
gamma oscillations, and the spike phases.

When we introduced the gamma phase coding model, there was an un-
settled issue of picking the gamma cycle starting point. An important obser-
vation from the data is that 88.7% of the spikes are between the trough and
the peak of a gamma cycle. When the trough is selected as the cycle starting
point, the majority of the spikes are in the first half of a gamma cycle, so the
delay is in the range of approximately 6 ms to 16 ms (assuming 30 Hz to
80 Hz) as required by the model. The average phase of all 3546 spikes (nor-
malized to 1) is 0.438 (SD = 0.118). As mentioned before, this observation
agrees with results from the Pulfrich pendulum illusion study (Lit, 1960),
which implies a sensitivity to approximately 5 to 20 milliseconds.

A prerequisite of the multiplexing model that we have noted is that neu-
rons must be able to modulate their somatic gamma oscillation frequencies.
Analyses of the patch-clamp data indicate that gamma frequency is modu-
lated by visual stimuli, as shown in Figure 7a. When the visual stimulus is
on, this neuron starts to oscillate more in the gamma frequency range. This
observation agrees with GSM’s prediction that the selected neuron to code
the stimulus will be assigned a frequency in that range.

When coding the visual stimulus, our modulation hypothesis requires
that different processes use separate frequencies. Thus, the frequency must
change over time to allow a neuron to participate in these processes. Be-
sides, it is unlikely that the gamma frequency would be present for just one
cycle; it should be stable for several cycles. A standard test for frequency
modulation uses the Fourier spectrogram, but this would not have the nec-
essary temporal precision. We locate successive individual zero crossings in
the somatic potential and calculate the instantaneous frequencies, as done
in Figure 7c. The 20-KHz sampling rate of the data allows for a necessary
level of precision.

In Figure 7b, each column shows the frequency histogram from a single
trial. The color map emphasizes the maximums in each trial. The result is
that certain gamma frequencies are repeated a significant number of times
within the recording periods. These preliminary data are encouraging, as
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Figure 7: (a) Somatic membrane potential oscillations are modulated by visual
stimulus. (b) Instantaneous frequency histograms. Each column represents a
histogram (bin size = 1 Hz) of all the gamma frequencies in a single trial. The
color map has been adjusted to accentuate the maxima. The hypothesis is that
these values may be indicative of particular individual computations. (c) Tak-
ing trial 34 as an example, we can ask where the gamma frequencies are in time.
This modulation further supports the model as it shows that for a preponder-
ant frequency of 43 Hz, there will be many random “slots” that are available
to generate a spike for a computation. The results imply a mixing of gamma
frequencies as expected by the model.

the gamma distributions form discrete peaks (instead of the extremes of
being focused in a single frequency across trials or being distributed uni-
formly). Furthermore, the gamma frequency mode is chosen anew on each
trial. In summary, these analyses show that somatic gamma oscillations are
modulated is a reasonable assumption.

5 Discussion

Conventional spike recording techniques and modulations by oscillations
are typically studied at long temporal scales. This fact obscures the de-
tails of spike generation that may exploit structure existent at much shorter
timescales. This picture is very much echoed by Panzeri, Macke, Gross, and
Kayser (2015), in which one question is particularly germane for this study:
“How do microscopic-level neural coding mechanisms interact with macro-
scopic scale aspects of neural activity?”

The focal premise of this letter is that at a fine temporal scale, the cortical
neural computation can be factored into independent processes. The model
relies crucially on the fine structure of the gamma modulation of a cell’s
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somatic membrane potential, which allows a spike to send a scalar as a de-
lay and be distinguished with a specific gamma frequency. Our model has
the following desirable properties:

1. The phase coding mechanism is significantly more efficient than rate
coding models. Since each spike can represent an analog quantity, the
circuit is not reduced to counting spikes. The speed of a basic clock
cycle of a process is that of a gamma-band frequency.

2. Probabilistic selection ensures that neurons in a large population
have a chance of being selected and consequently having their re-
ceptive fields being updated regularly.

3. One consequence of this model is that a reconciliation of gamma and
Poisson action potential observations is straightforward, as shown in
the simulation.

4. A neuron can switch its oscillation frequency rapidly; hence, multi-
ple processes can time-share this neuron, and multiplexing can be
achieved.

5. Neurons oscillate in the same frequency can communicate without
interference hence multiple processes can coexist.

5.1 Model Assumptions. First, we elaborate the assumptions and is-
sues of the three components of our model in the context of related work.

5.1.1 Phase Coding Model. The gamma frequency phase code is central
to the multiplexing model. With rate coding, it is difficult to multiplex and
for the downstream neurons to demultiplex the coming spikes. Previous re-
search has shown that cortical circuits can use spike latency codes (Gollisch
& Meister, 2008; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2002; Vinck et al., 2010) with reference
to a gamma frequency oscillation. The gamma frequency approaches at the
network level have demonstrated that long-range communication between
distal cells is a reality, in Fries’s terms: “communication through coherence”
(Fries, 2015).

The proposed model here is similar to the prestigious phase-of-firing
model of place cells in the hippocampus with theta frequency oscillation in
the local field potentials (LFP) (O’Keefe & Recce, 1993; Skaggs et al., 1996).
Note that this is different from our model since the oscillations in the so-
matic membrane potentials are used as the reference. This type of model
was proposed by Hopfield (1995) but limited to the olfactory and auditory
systems. The model was further refined by Ballard and Jehee (2011). Some
previous work as suggested that this type of phase coding model is indeed
plausible and can coexist with rate code (Montemurro, Rasch, Murayama,
Logothetis, & Panzeri, 2008; Nadasdy, 2009; Koepsell et al., 2009).

The Pulfrich pendulum illusion (Lit, 1960) strongly suggests that the cor-
tex is sensitive to delays in the range needed by the model. In a model that
depends so completely on exact timing, a significant problem to address is
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the mechanisms for writing in and reading out its multiplexed messages.
From this perspective, the problem of sensory signal acquisition reduces to
one of using phase locking to place the input in register with the phase of
the process. A natural site for this to happen is the thalamus, and there is
evidence that such mechanisms are used in whisking (Yu et al., 2013). Ad-
ditionally, Koepsell et al. (2009) provide evidence that gamma oscillations
at the retina are carried to the cortex through the thalamus.

5.1.2 Probabilistic Parallel Neuron Selection. The selection algorithm uti-
lizes a simple setting of recoding image patches from basic (LGN) represen-
tations, but a general capability required is that the new coding cells at the
next gamma cycle be created from current coding cells calculated. Such an
algorithm has been developed (Druckmann & Chklovskii, 2010) and would
be usable by the model with some adjustments to make it parallel.

The ability to code a cell’s response in one gamma cycle and also to main-
tain the code on subsequent cycles is important in its own right, but it can
also be compatible with the standard attractor model of neural computa-
tion introduced by Hopfield and Tank (1986) and Hertz, Krogh, and Palmer
(1991), where arbitrary problems can be specified as a fixed point of an ap-
propriate specific network.

5.1.3 Multiplexing Model. At the network level, an issue for larger net-
works than the one simulated is that the simulation assumes that all neu-
rons that belong to a process are phase-locked. While information traveling
between successive neurons can be delayed, there are at least three mitigat-
ing circumstances. One is that in the substantially myelinated pyramidal
cells, the spike propagation speed is sufficient. The second is that the cir-
cuitry between cortical maps may have independent couplings that allow
computation to proceed in parallel. The third is that the entire cortex has
only 10 levels with connectivity arranged in polytrees, potentially allowing
the synchronization procedure to settle fast.

In this study, huge simplifications have been made in the course of the
exposition of the main results. A major issue that is sidestepped here is that
of the control of a process. Multiplexing implies that there must be a method
for initiating a process and determining when it is finished. While a com-
plete account of such a mechanism is very much a research topic, rapidly
increasing evidence suggests that lower frequencies–theta, alpha, and beta–
may play this role (Michalareas et al., 2016; Van Kerkoerle et al., 2014; van
Pelt et al., 2016; Igarashi, Lu, Colgin, Moser, & Moser, 2014; Lisman, 2005;
Lisman & Jensen, 2013; McLelland & VanRullen, 2016; Fournier et al., 2019)
as they are shown to modulate gamma frequencies.

5.2 Model Implications. Next, we discuss the implications of the GSM
model as a whole in the context of previous research.
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5.2.1 Implications for Neural Signaling. The GSM model provides sev-
eral new interpretations of cortical processing. Many similar features of the
model have been proposed in other contexts (VanRullen & Thorpe, 2002;
Womelsdorf, Fries, Mitra, & Desimone, 2006; Fries, Nikolić, & Singer, 2007;
Landau & Fries, 2012; Bastos et al., 2012; Vinck & Bosman, 2016b; Ballard &
Jehee, 2011; Ballard & Zhang, 2018), but assembling them into a complete
system results in a number of innovative features. The proposed model is
naturally sympathetic and complementary to the experimental character-
izations of the gamma signal (Fries et al., 2007; Womelsdorf et al., 2007;
Landau & Fries, 2012; Bastos et al., 2012; Buzsáki & Wang, 2012), but it
has a different interpretation of the role of the gamma frequency band. In
these works, gamma synchronization as a medium makes sense of large-
scale communication; gamma synchronization in the small addresses the
organization of spike codes in the networks. The GSM model posits that
its primary message-transmitting role is to allow separate computations to
be carried out without crosstalk. In this regard, the model takes a neutral
stance as to how the gamma band is sampled, but it may be that this sam-
pling has task-specific components (Brunet et al., 2013).

5.2.2 Membrane Potential Issues. The model has finessed several impor-
tant issues related to the subthreshold membrane potentials. A variety
of studies have shown that the membrane potential is implicated in cell
responses outside of its classical receptive field, implying that the cells’
functional computations and connectivity are significantly more complex
(Grinvald, Lieke, Frostig, & Hildesheim, 1994; Bringuier, Chavane, Glaeser,
& Frégnac, 1999; Prechtl, Bullock, & Kleinfeld, 2000). Their illustrations
are significant in themselves but may have additional possibilities in dif-
ferent computations that our model and others need. One is in the im-
portant suggestion for interarea synchronization by Bastos, Vezoli, and
Fries (2015). They propose that the difficult question as to synchronizing
feedforward and feedback spikes may be solved with interlaminar delays,
which could utilize subthreshold responses that can manipulate the gamma
phases (Bringuier et al., 1999). In another issue, our model assumes sub-
threshold responses could be used for choosing the cells in a network by
binding them to a gamma frequency as well as to prohibiting an action
potential for a cell when more than one frequency tries to select it (see
Figure 3b). Finally, subthreshold potentials could likely be used in setting
general attractor computations such as Hopfield and Tank (1986) and Roelf-
sema, Lamme, and Spekreijse (2000).

5.2.3 Interpreting Receptive Fields. The traditional interpretation of neural
spikes, dating from early work by Barlow (1972), is that they belong to a sin-
gle process and have static interpretations. However, multiplexing changes
this interpretation radically and sheds light on an important experiment.
In a classical monkey experiment by Moran and Desimone (1985), a V4
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receptive field contained two subfields, A and B. By manipulating the at-
tentional state of the animal, either A or B was attended to, resulting in sep-
arate spike rates for each of the foci. However, when the animal is attending
away from the receptive field, the response rate is the average of the rates
from A and B. From the GSM perspective, when attending to subfield A,
the spikes for process A dominate the traffic. But when attending away, A
and B processes could time-share the receptive field; hence, the spike rate
is the average due to multiplexing.

5.2.4 Interpreting Attention. The model also provides an possible inter-
pretation of the effects of attention (Maunsell, 2015; Maunsell & Treue, 2006;
Boynton, 2009). This view states that the general effects of attention can be
accounted for by a gain factor. The GSM suggests that the gain factor may
reflect the use of additional coding neurons by a process. That is, the size of
the coding pool is increased directly, resulting in an increased probability
of any particular neuron being included in a coding process. This leads to
improved coding accuracy analogous to the effects that are observed in our
sparse coding example.

While attentional effects can be readily measured experimentally,
nonetheless some of the effects appear as small increments on a baseline
firing pattern, raising the question of how they can be reliably separated
and used (Gilbert & Li, 2013; Roelfsema et al., 2000). The GSM model has a
straightforward answer to this issue in that the attentional effects are cap-
tured by separate processes that use separate frequencies. This property is
particularly evident in Van Kerkoerle, Self, and Roelfsema (2017), where a
large neural transient produced by a transient stimulus gap is immediately
ignored afterward. The ability of the neuron to immediately filter out such a
large transient signal is readily understood if the transient and tracing com-
ponents can be seen as separate processes that share the recorded neuron
but use separate gamma frequencies.

5.2.5 Testing the Model. Eventually the whole model can be tested pre-
cisely once we can perform intracellular recordings of multiple nearby neu-
rons of awake animals. One obvious way is to compare trial averaging and
ensemble spectrograms, as is done in Figure 6. Power in the gamma range
should be much more readily observed in the ensemble recordings. A very
exacting test would examine the spectrum for small collections of individ-
ual gamma frequencies. This would require estimating the time constants
of the coextensive processes, but could be done. The expected result would
be that on a timescale of a few hundred milliseconds, the gamma spectra
should be discrete, reflecting the number of independent active processes.
A final test may come from advancing techniques for identifying neuron
assemblies, which could allow the timing relationships between different
assemblies to be analyzed in detail (Carrillo-Reid, Han, Taralova, Jebara, &
Yuste, 2017).
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6 Conclusion

Theoretical computational models are very important tools for understand-
ing the cortex. In this work, we propose the gamma spike multiplexing
model that allows neurons to code information efficiently using spike tim-
ing and perform multiple computations in parallel. We use system-level
simulations as well as in vivo data to characterize the proposed model. The
model can be tested thoroughly once the recording technology becomes
available. The proposed model, if proven to be true, would change the way
we interpret spike data.

Appendix A: Cost of Population Coding

From a purely mathematical perspective, we analyze here the cost of basic
rate coding models. We turn to the basic issue of estimating a scalar reliably
from spikes that are generated with a probabilistic model. The model cho-
sen is simpler than a Poisson model but is elegant. It illustrates the point
that estimating a scalar accurately by counting spikes that are generated
probabilistically takes a lot of them.

We use Hoeffding’s inequality (Hoeffding, 1994), where m spikes are
modeled as Z1, . . . , Zm from a Bernoulli distribution where P(Zi = 1) = φ

and P(Zi = 0) = 1 − φ. The estimate of the mean is given by φ̂ = 1
m

∑
i Zi.

Let any μ ≥ 0 be a fixed error criterion. Then applying the inequality,

P(|φ − φ̂| > μ) ≤ 2e−2μ2m.

This formula allows one to estimate the number of cells to be counted to
bound the error of the estimate, which is done in Figure 8. This figure shows
that the rate/population model may need thousands of neurons or spikes to
signal a scalar value reliably (within a reasonable error bound). Meanwhile,
the proposed gamma phase coding model requires only a single spike to
represent this value.

Appendix B: Sparse Coding and Neuron Selection

Instead of arbitrary computations, we use multiple instances of the famil-
iar computation of representing small image patches with receptive fields
in the striate cortex using sparse coding (Olshausen & Field, 1996, 1997).
The probabilistic parallel selection algorithm results in good coding quality
with 50 to 100 neurons, as shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows more coding
examples when eight image patches are encoded in parallel, using the pro-
posed neuron selection algorithm. The main result here is that the sparse
coding algorithm was implemented correctly.
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Figure 8: Estimating the cost of population code that assumes rate code. Using
a Bernoulli model for spike generation where the mean probability is set to a
hypothetical “rate,” one can calculate how many spikes are needed in the esti-
mate to bound the error in the estimate. For example, it takes at least 70 coding
neurons, such that the coding error will be within μ = 10% with probability at
least 0.5 (first column, purple). It takes at least 2397 coding neurons, such that
coding error will be within μ = 2.5% with probability at least 0.9 (last column,
blue). Keep in mind that these estimates are for just one scalar.

Appendix C: A New Way of Interpreting Spike Data

The proposed model would greatly change the way we interpret spike data.
The spikes generated by the simulation are shown in Figure 11. The simu-
lation uses 1000 coding neurons, but for clarity in the visualization, a rep-
resentative 50 cells are shown. Figure 11a illustrates the simulation’s spikes
as might be obtained with a conventional multicell recording. In Figure 11b,
all spikes from cells that are coding the same image patch have a common
color denoting their instantaneous modulation frequency. Owing to being
generated in the context of specific gamma frequencies, individual spikes
can be identified with the specific image patch that they are coding. Without
the multiprocessing context, the spike trains appear very conventional, but
once the generating context is available, the spikes can be readily associated
with their processes. Additionally, it can be seen by inspection that a single
coding cell’s spikes can encode different patches.

Appendix D: Neural Recording Data

One trial from a pyramidal cell is shown in Figure 12 with four spikes ex-
tracted from 7 seconds of a cell’s membrane potential using patch-clamp
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Figure 9: The effect of the number of coding neurons on the accuracy of the
parallel probabilistic coding algorithm. (a) Reconstruction mean squared error
as a function of the number of coding neurons; the shaded area indicates the
standard error of the mean. (b) Sets of six independent reconstructions of the
same image patch using increasing numbers of coding cells. We show succes-
sive reconstructions using 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 coding cells using the parallel
probabilistic selection algorithm. If 50 to 100 neurons are used, the resultant
code becomes accurate.

data. The overlay clearly shows that the spikes are related to the rise in the
gamma potential. Each spike codes an analog quantity that is signaled by
the delay � between the time of the gamma wavelet trough and the spike
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Figure 10: Given an image patch, coding neurons are selected probabilistically.
(a) Eight image patches to be coded in the leftmost column simultaneously, rep-
resenting the eight ongoing neural processes. (b) Each of these is reconstructed
eight different times using 50 coding cells. The consequence of overcomplete-
ness and probabilistic selection is that the image patch can be coded using very
distinct sets of neurons. The reconstructions are accurate, with a slight tendency
to regularize the patterns.

time. For the first three spikes, the delays are 3, 4, and 6 milliseconds. One
important observation is that the gamma frequency on a cell’s soma can be
instantaneously modulated. For identifying the frequency, f is measured
from the separation distance of the zero crossings, resulting in frequencies
of 43, 46, and 48 Hz.

The putative powerful effect of the small gamma amplitudes can chal-
lenge one’s intuition, but one needs to keep in mind that the neck of an ac-
tion potential is exquisitely regulated by the cells in our study to be within
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Figure 11: GSM provides a new way of interpreting cell recording data. Spikes
are rendered with 2 ms thickness for enhanced visibility. (a) Without the gamma
frequency context, spikes can be difficult to interpret. (b) For the same data, we
denote each process with a unique color indicating its dedicated gamma fre-
quency. Each spike is then associated with the process that encodes a component
of a particular image patch.

a millivolt of negative 37 millivolts, a much smaller excursion compared to
the ±4 millivolts observed in the filtered gamma amplitude signal.
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